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OVERVIEW
The purpose of this report is to document Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC)
techniques on IBRD (Innovative Bridge Research and Development) project 102470 for
the construction of Bridge N-16-Q on State Highway 69 over Turkey Creek. The
construction work was done on project FBR 069A-022, PC 15772, and was completed in
July of 2011. During the course of the project, participants were able to:


develop a design methodology,



develop universal details, and



demonstrate how fast the bridge could be constructed using this technique.

The project demonstrated faster pier erection by utilizing precast pier caps to eliminate
concrete cure time from the critical path in the construction schedule.
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PR
ROJECT DESCRIIPTION
This research projeect demonsttrated an Accelerated
A
Bridge Con
nstruction ((ABC)
ue for installling precasst pier capss that are peermanentlyy fixed to th
he
techniqu
superstrructure and
d pinned to the tops of the individ
dual column
ns. The pro
oject involvved
replacem
ment of exissting structture N-16-L
L that was b
built in 1923
3 with N-16
6-Q on a sho
ort
re-alignm
ment of SH
H 69. Figuree 1 shows th
he location of the brid
dge on SH-6
69 at mile
marker 18.94, abou
ut 19 miles northwest
n
of
o I-25 at W
Walsenburg in south-ceentral
Colorado.

Figure 1 - SH
S 69 mm 18.9 Northw
west of Walssenburg
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CONCEPT
With this ABC process, crane(s) can be repositioned to begin setting girders as soon as a
pair of precast pier caps is set. Temporary stays are used to fix the precast pier cap to
the individual columns in a bent as shown in Figure 2. After the deck has been placed
and has reached its full design strength, the precast pier cap will be fixed to the
superstructure. The temporary stays can then be removed leaving a series of pinned
joints between the precast pier cap and the supporting columns.
The width of the precast pier cap matches the width of the column cap to facilitate the
installation of temporary stays i and j, as shown in Figure 2. After the disc bearings
have been installed, the precast pier cap is erected using rigging like that shown in
Figures 3 and 4. Variable length slings are required to plumb the cap as it is set
preventing the temporary stays from binding when they are installed. Temporary stays i
and j are installed while the crane(s) are still in place holding the pier cap to prevent it
from rotating. With the temporary stays in place, the crane(s) can be unhooked from
the cap and repositioned to begin erecting girders in span I.

Figure 2 - Typical Pier Section

3

Figure 3 - Short Cap / One Crane

Figure 4 - Long Cap / Two Cranes
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECT DESCRIPTION
A single span bridge with precast box girders, as shown in Figure 5, was chosen to
demonstrate the ABC concept. This bridge was chosen over some of the other
candidates because it was available and required only six disc bearings (three per
abutment). A comparison between Figure 2 and Figure 6 for pier and abutment cap
details shows that the stays in both caps function identically making it possible to
minimize research and construction expenses for this project without altering the
concept for this research.
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Figure 5 - General Layout N-16-Q
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An 11.5”” eccentricitty was builtt into the ab
butment geo
ometry as sshown in Fiigure 6 to
replicatee the eccenttricity e, as shown in Figure
F
2. Th
This puts thee back stayss in tension
n as
the front stays go sllack. The front
f
stay in
n Figure 6 rrepresents sstays i and j in Figure 2
which acct as counteers. For exa
ample, wheen girders aare being errected in span I (Figurre 2),
the j tem
mporary sta
ays prevent the cap bea
am from ro
otating coun
nterclockwiise due to
eccentricity e as thee i tempora
ary stays beecome slack
k.

Fig
gure 6 - Typiical Abutme
ent Section

ck stay in Figure 6 is a one-of-a--kind featurre used only
ly for singlee span
The bac
structurres like this one. Sincee the back sttays were ccast into thee abutment seat, they
could no
ot be remov
ved after thee deck was poured. To
o free the p
pier cap on iits bearingss, the
back sta
ays were torrch-cut after the deck concrete
c
reaached 80%
% of its desig
gn strength
h.
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INSTALLATION OF BEARINGS
Using normal construction tolerances, the bearings must be installed at the specified
locations and to the correct elevations as shown in Figure 7. During initial construction,
anchor bolts are set in the abutment seat (or column cap for typical construction) at the
bearing locations using a steel template to ensure correct spacing and alignment.
The bearings are installed on top of a welded shim stack that is used to (1) eliminate
bending in the masonry plate and (2) position the top of the upper bearing plate to the
required elevation ± 1/16”. To position the shim stack correctly under the bearings’
masonry plates, a plywood keeper, thinner than the shim stack, fits over the anchor
bolts. The shim stack fits snugly in a cut-out which temporarily secures the shim stack
in place while the bearings are positioned and until the cap beam has been installed and
the crane released. The weight of the pier cap will keep the welded shim stack in place
allowing the plywood template to be removed to accommodate the grouting operation.
The grout protects the anchor bolts and the welded steel shim stack from corrosion
caused by standing water, snow and/or ice.

8

Figure 7 - Disc Bearing Details
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DESIGN AND INSTALLATION OF STAYS
Stays need to made from high strength steel to resist the cap beam torsional
moments caused by loading one span at a time as girders are set and deck concrete
is placed. They can be removed after the deck concrete and abutment (or pier)
diaphragms have reached the target design strength, therefore making the girders
continuous.
As shown in Figure 6, the lower ends of the back stays were anchored (cast) into the
abutment seat while the lower ends of the front stays were secured to the abutment
seat with individual anchor rods cast into the abutment seats. The upper ends of
both stays were tied to the abutment precast cap with stay plates attached to a
common axle as they would be in a typical precast pier cap installation.
Realizing that the 11.5” eccentricity in Figure 6 causes the cap beam to rotate
clockwise, the structural behavior of the front stays and the upper ends of the back
stays is representative of the behavior in a typical precast pier cap with pinned
connections. The behavior of the fixed connections at the lower ends of the back
stays was an atypical requirement to accommodate the use of abutment pier caps
for cost control reasons as explained in the Demonstration Project Description
section.
Stay plates and anchor blocks are required for transferring tension rod forces T to
the axles in the supporting members (cap beams and columns) as shown in Figure
8. Eccentricity e creates moment Mx in each stay plate. This moment must be
resisted by the stay plates in order to keep the tension rods in pure tension.
However, eccentricity e increases as the stay plates are thickened, leading to thicker
stay plates to resist a larger Mx.
One way out of this cycle is to size the stay plate thickness to take the bearing load
from the axle rod and add stiffener plates to develop the necessary flexural strength
in the stay plates to resist Mx. This approach works but increases the cost of the
stay plates making it desirable to design the stay plates for reuse on many different
projects. Additionally, the axles could be salvaged for reuse on a future project by
greasing them to break the concrete bond around them. They could then be jacked
out after the superstructure to cap beam connection becomes functional.
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Figure 8 - Stay Plate Stiffeners
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CA
AP BEAM
M LEVER
R ACTIO
ON
Figu
ure 6 showss a typical abutment
a
seection wherrein the ecccentricity off the applieed
load
d from the precast
p
gird
ders to the supporting
s
caissons is 11.5” which
h is the sum
m of
e1 and
a e2 as sh
hown in Fig
gure 9. As per
p the cap width (B=3
38”) and beearing locattion
thatt is shown in Figure 6, e2 is 4” ma
aking e1 7.55”. Using tthe special eequations 11.1
and
d 1.2 with g=
=0, Y=11.5”, and Z=15”” makes T = 0.767P an
nd R = 1.7677P.

Fiigure 9 - Special Equations for Abu
utment Cap
p Lever Action
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Figu
ure 10 show
ws a cap bea
am for a typ
pical pier w
wherein the centerline o
of the cap b
beam
lines up with th
he supportiing column. Using thee special eq
quations witth the samee cap
widtth (B=38”) and eccenttricity (e=111.5”), Y=11. 5”, Z=19” (ffor g=0) making T =
0.60
05P and R = 1.605P. By
B comparison, the R lload for thee abutmentt cap is 10%
%
bigg
ger than thee R load forr the pier ca
ap and the T load for th
he abutmen
nt cap is 277%
bigg
ger than thee T load for the pier ca
ap making tthe abutmen
nt cap mem
mber an
extrreme loadin
ng for comp
parison purp
poses.

Figure 10 - Special Eq
quations forr Pier Cap Le
ever Action
n

With
h respect to
o the lever action
a
for pier
p caps, Fiigure 10 pro
ovides the sspecial
equations and Figure 11 provides
p
thee general eq
quations. T
The computted stay and
d
pecial equattions appeaar to be with
hin 10% of the results
bearring forces from the sp
from
m the generral equation
ns for norm
mal span con
nfigurationss. Given th
he accuracy and
simp
plicity of th
he special eq
quations, itt’s appropriiate to use tthem to obttain
prelliminary meember sizess that can be
b used in th
he general eequations tto refine thee
desiign during the
t final deesign processs.
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Figure 11 - General Equations for Pier Cap Lever Action

The equations in Figure 11 allow the net area for the disc bearing to be used in the
axial stiffness computations and ignore the presence of a shear pin (pintle) in the
rotational stiffness terms. The predicted rotations using this design methodology
were about half of the observed rotations during construction as explained in the
Cap Beam Rotations section below.
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AXLE BEARING STRESSES
As shown in the Section in the installation details in Figure 12, a #6 spiral rebar and a
weld plate are part of the axle assembly. The spiral is required to provide confinement
to increase the concrete bearing capacity around the axle and the combination of the
axle and the spiral form a strong-back. The weld plate is required to (1) prevent
moment from developing in the rear stays caused by positioning errors during
construction, and to (2) serve as a side plate to reduce the load on the strong-back via
the shear studs. Hence, the need for a weld plate, as explained below, is limited to the
abutment installations on this bridge while the need for side plates and spirals applies to
all precast pier caps.
The ultimate compressive strength for confined concrete can been estimated with the
following equation1:
f’cc = f’c + 4.1fcon

(1.3)

The term fcon in this equation is the hoop-tension confining pressure that can be
provided by the spiral rebar. The observed maximum value in the reference document
for f’cc is 80 ksi.
The LRFD bridge design code2 provides the following equations for the factored bearing
resistance:
Pr = Ø*Pn

(5.7.5-1)

where Ø is a resistance factor with a value of 0.70.
Pn = 0.85f’c*A1*m

(5.7.5-2)

where A1 is the projected area of the axle and m is a modification factor to
recognize the benefits from confinement with an upper limit of 2.0.
For the purpose of calculating the axle bearing stresses, f’c was replaced with f’cc in
equation 5.7.5-2:
Pn = 0.85f’cc*A1*m

(1.4)

For f’c = 4500 psi, the #6 spiral rebar with an 8” outer diameter and a 2.25” pitch
creates f’cc = 15.32 ksi inside the spiral which is less than the 80 ksi maximum that was
observed by Collins and Mitchell1. Using rigid-body mechanics, this increase in strength
alone is not enough to provide the required support strength along the axle without

1
2

“Prestressed Concrete Structures”, Collins & Mitchell, 1997, Response Publications, Canada, equation
3-22 on page 79
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications, fifth edition, 2010
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setting m = 4.0. Accordingly, a side plate with shear studs must be used to reduce the
axle shear force to an acceptable level that can be resisted with m = 2.0.

16

Figure 12 - Installation Details
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As per the load path, the load goes from the axle to the side plate and spiral, and from
the side plate and spiral to the surrounding cap beam concrete. As previously explained,
the shear stud capacities in the side plates are required to reduce the bearing stresses on
the spiral to acceptable levels. Rigid-body mechanics can be used to check the axle
bearing stress with a side plate. Confinement from #5 stirrups as shown in Figure 13
produce an effective concrete stress with f’cc =6.91 ksi for the strong-back which in turn
limits the required axle bearing stress inside the spiral to a manageable value computed
with m = 2.0.

18

Figure 13 - Cap Beam Details
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The need for side plates prompts the need for a square column cap as shown Figure 2
and as detailed in Figure 14 in order to avoid complications in the fabrication of the side
plates. Additionally, the square shape facilitates the installation of the confinement and
bursting steel that is identified in Figure 14. The column cap could be a cube if D minus
2” for clearance is greater than, or equal to, the required development length for the
longitudinal reinforcement in the column.

Figure 14 - Square Column Cap Details
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ERECT
TION TIIME
It took tw
wo hours to
o set three bearings
b
att the west ab
butment an
nd just one hour to sett
three beearings at th
he east abuttment afterr everyone b
became fam
miliar with tthe processs
(See Figure 15). Lik
kewise, it to
ook four ho
ours and tw
wenty minuttes to set th
he cap beam
m at
the westt abutment and just tw
wo hours to set the cap
p beam at th
he east abuttment (See
Figure 16).

Figure
F
15 – Setting of B
Bearings
(No
ote: A specia
al clamping bar was use
ed to lift the
e bearings.))
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Figure
F
16 – Setting
S
of ca
ap beam
(No
ote: The cra
ane supporte
ed some of tthe cap’s we
eight while
the stays
s were conn
nected and h
hand tighten
ned.)

All of the stays wen
nt into theirr stay platess easily. Ho
owever, to aassist in thee process,
grinding
g a ¼” beveel on the top
p ends of th
he all-threa d tie rods aand stays wo
ould help to
o
eliminatte thread da
amage during the “stab
bbing” operration (the insertion o
of the stays into
the stay--plate anch
hor-blocks as
a the cap was
w lowered
d into positiion). This, in turn, maakes
it easier to turn thee nuts onto the rods an
nd stays by h
hand.
After thee caps weree installed, it
i took six hours
h
to insstall seven ggirders usin
ng two cran
nes.
Hence, the
t total ereection time for installiing six bearrings, two caaps, and seeven girderss was
about 15
5 hours. Setting the girders requiired two craanes and so
ome interessting teamw
work
(See App
pendix A).
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CAP BEAM ERECTION PROCESS
Disc bearings are very rigid, having a relatively large compression area with a
compressive modulus of 55 ksi. Consequently, they won’t compress much from the cap
beam weight; on this project the upper bound was 0.01”.
The practical vertical tolerance for the placement of bearings was found to be 1/16”,
making the maximum relative difference in elevation between adjacent bearings 1/8”.
Consequently, the cap beam would not be supported by the lowest of the three bearings.
Additionally, our calculations showed that the cap beams wouldn’t deflect more than
1/32” for a 29’-10” simple span even if it was supported on only the outer two bearings
as shown in Figure 17.
Accordingly, a supply of 1/16” and 1/32” thick shims was needed during erection to raise
the height of the lowest bearing. The shims were used to eliminate unwanted gaps
between the upper bearing plate and the embedment plate as shown in the Typical
Section on Figure 7. The width and length of these shims must be the same as the width
and length of the lower bearing plate in order to fit between the anchor rods.
About 25% of the cap beam weight must be held by the crane during erection to
determine the shimming requirements at the low bearing. The cap beam must be raised
about an inch to facilitate placement of the required shims. It is then lowered, plumbed
and the stays tightened. With the cap beam plumb and the stays tightened, the crane
can be released to accommodate the field welding process as called for in Figure 7.
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Figure 17 - Abutment Details
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INDIVIDUAL BEARING REACTIONS
RJ Watson disc bearings were selected for use on this project because they could be
fitted with proprietary Load Measuring Rings (LMRs) to accurately measure the bearing
loads at each stage of construction. For quality control reasons, a bore gauge was used
to verify the accuracy of the LMRs.
Unfortunately, the bore gauge readings did not match the LMR readings and neither
method yielded the predicted loads. It was concluded that the construction tolerances
as described in the Cap Beam Erection Process could create a partial contact scenario
requiring a “differential settlement analysis” to verify the observed readings. However,
this knowledge alone was not comforting because the cap beam rotated noticeably
during construction introducing a second source of error for the LMR readings (the
LMRs were calibrated in a laboratory using parallel loading surfaces).
With all of this in mind, the bore gauge readings seemed more appropriate because the
readings could account for the cap beam rotations. This was done by taking readings on
the bending neutral axis for the bearings which is parallel to the cap beam longitudinal
axis. Additionally the LMR readings were changing from week to week indicating that
loads were being redistributed from the higher stressed bearings to the lower stressed
bearings.
It was concluded that construction tolerances could lead to the observed bore gauge
readings. The disc bearings were found to be robust and capable of redistributing
uneven loads via plasticity, without incurring any permanent damage, as long as the
loading surfaces were within 1/32” of where they should be. This was achievable as
described in the Cap Beam Erection Process.
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CAP BEAM ROTATIONS
With respect to the unsymmetrical loading conditions shown in Figure 6, the cap beam
rotated clockwise about 1/8” per foot at each abutment as the girders were placed.
Figure 11 provides the general equations for predicting the stay forces, bearing forces,
and cap beam rotations during construction. Using a compression modulus for the disc
bearings from the manufacturer of 55 ksi gave us cap beam rotations that were roughly
half of the observed rotations.
The partial contact problem as discussed in the section on Individual Bearing Reactions
may be the source of this error. Accordingly, the theoretical rotations should be doubled
to approximate what will actually occur during construction.
For esthetic reasons, hydraulic jacks were used to rotate the cap beams backwards on
this bridge to compensate for the anticipated rotations due to the placement of a CIP
deck. It would not be possible to make this adjustment at a typical pier cap installation
because there is no room on the columns to set the jacks.
From a structural viewpoint, there is no reason to be concerned about cap beam
rotations as long as the rotations don’t exceed the bearing rotation limits. Accordingly,
it is important to check to see if the bearing rotation limits will be exceeded during
construction using twice the predicted rotations from the placement of girders in one
span only.
As shown in Figure 11, the theoretical equation for rotations assumes that the rotation
will take place on the centerline of each bearing that is parallel to the centerline of the
cap beam. As per the rotation calculations for the cap beam plus girders and for the cap
beam plus girders and CIP deck, this assumption was valid and probably will be valid for
any pier cap rotation calculations as long as the bent skew angle is not extreme.
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LESSONS LEARNED
Even though the bearings on this project were not damaged by the observed uneven
loading conditions, it might be best to anticipate and design for a reasonable worst case
loading condition as shown in Figure 18. In this scenario, the smallest loads from the
lightly loaded bearings and the maximum load from the overloaded bearings could be
used to design a typical bearing for use in the bent of concern.

Figure 18 - A Reasonable Worst Case Loading Scenario

Long term creep effects were observed. Recorded LMR readings show that long term
creep effects are measured in weeks as opposed to hours and days. Additionally, Section
14.7.8.3 in the AASHTO LRFD code implies that properly manufactured urethane discs
may have permanent creep deflections equal to 8% of their original thickness. With the
1/32” gap as shown in Figure 18, the 8% creep factor leads to a minimum bearing height
of 0.39” which is less than the 1.25” dimension that is specified in Figure 7 implying that
there would be no reason to consider overloaded and lightly loaded bearings in the
design phase. This logic inadvertently supports the design process that was used on this
research project.
As a point of reference, pot bearings and laminated elastomeric bearings do not have
significant long term creep effects. The elastomer in a pot bearing is confined making it
impossible for this material to deflect vertically because it’s incompressible. The thin
layers of elastomer in a laminated bearing probably do creep some, but not significantly.
Accordingly, the use of these two bearing alternatives would require precise shimming
to prevent the creation of permanently overloaded and lightly loaded bearings during
and after construction. Hence, the long term creep effect in disc bearings may be an
advantage for ABC using a mix of precast and CIP elements.
For the cap beam in a bent supporting unsymmetrical spans, the guidelines for
estimating rotations in the Cap Beam Rotation section above should be sufficient for
determining an initial rotation angle to end up with a level cap after the girders and deck
in both spans have been placed.
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Easy access to the bearings in a bent is needed during the erection of a pier cap to
facilitate (1) the selection and placement of leveling shims between the upper bearing
plate and the embedded plate at each bearing as shown in Figure 7 and (2) welding of
the upper bearing plates to the embedded plates as called for in Figure 7. With erection
time in mind, it might be worthwhile to install scaffolding along each side of a bent from
end of cap to end of cap while the columns are curing. Several man-lifts will be required
if scaffolding is not an option.
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APPENDIX A – PROJECT PHOTOGRAPHS

A-1

Structurre N-16-L att mm 18.9 on
o SH-69 northwest
n
o
of Walsenbu
urg was buiilt in 1923.

Girders for the repllacement sttructure, N--17-Q arriveed at the sitte on truck
ks. The spaan
was too wide for a single
s
cranee to set the girders so a pair of craanes, one aat each end of
the struccture, posittioned the girders.
g
The east end o
of a girder w
was lifted frrom its trucck by
the cran
ne at the west abutmen
nt.
A-2

The cran
ne at the weest abutmen
nt swung th
he east end of the girdeer out over Turkey Creeek
to the po
oint where the crane at
a the east abutment
a
co
ould assum
me the load b
by hooking the
triangular lifting deevice as sho
own in the following
f
piictures.

The easttern crane hooked
h
the open shack
kle on the trriangular liifting device.
A-3

While th
he western crane
c
held the east end of the girrder, the easstern cranee hooked the
open sha
ackle on thee lifting dev
vice and slo
owly lifted iit to assumee the load.

b
to assume the lo
oad.
The easttern crane began
A-4

Once thee open shacckle was ho
ooked, the eastern
e
cran
ne slowly raaised its hoo
ok to take tthe
load. Th
he western crane slowlly lowered its
i hook to transfer thee reaction aat the east eend
of the giirder to the eastern cra
ane.

A-5

Once thee eastern crrane assum
med the reacction at the east end off the girder, the westerrn
crane slo
owly lowereed its hook and discon
nnected from
m the trian
ngular lifting
g device.

All of the load was on the eastern crane.
A-6

With thee eastern crrane supporrting the ea
ast end of th
he girder, th
he western crane swun
ng
back and
d lifted the west end of the girderr from its trruck and the two cranees set the giirder
in positiion.

Both cra
anes begin to
t lower thee girder ontto the abutm
ments.
A-7

APPENDIX B – FIELD NOTES AND DATA

B-1

Field notes for IBRD (Innovative Bridge Research and Development Program)
Structure N-16-Q on SH-69 at Turkey Creek
This section contains notes and instrument measurements taken during the placement
of the caps on the abutments. The notes were made by a CDOT Research Branch
observer who is not a bridge engineer. They include observations on the installation
with comments about some of the steps and some suggestions that might make future
installation of similar structures more efficient and faster.
10/13/10 – The contractor began installing bearings on the west abutment at about
0830. The west abutment was completed about 1030. Several minor things slowed the
installation of the first bearings:
•

The grout used below the bearings was mixed too dry at first and was placed on a dry
abutment surface. The grout needs to be placed on a wet surface and the mix itself
must be fluid enough to allow the weight of the shim stack to spread it uniformly
across the bearing surface.

•

The openings in the temporary plywood keepers for centering the shim stacks didn’t
have enough tolerance. The lack of proper tolerance made it difficult to center the
shim stacks after grout was placed. The openings needed to be large enough to
allow the steel shim stacks to be centered but small enough to hold them in their
appropriate positions. If the keeper openings had been cut ¼ inch oversize in both
directions, the shim stacks would have been easy to place and center in the openings.

•

The device used to lift the bearings into position must be designed to hold the
bearing securely as it is positioned and to clear the anchor bolts and release the
bearing easily. The original design did not clear the anchor bolts and had to be
modified to allow the bearings to be set in place.

•

During the bearing placement lateral movement damaged the ends of the anchor
bolt threads which made installing the nuts difficult. A ¼ inch chamfer on the ends
of the bolts would prevent most of the damage. Having a suitable sized threadchasing tool would make it easy to clean up damaged threads so the nuts could be
started on the bolts by hand without the use of a wrench. A ratchet wrench with a
deep socket would greatly facilitate the installation and tightening of the top nuts.

Installation of the three bearings on the east abutment took about one hour, and went
much more smoothly because of the lessons learned on the west abutment.
The bearings used on the project were provided by R. J. Watson, Inc. They have load
measuring rings to allow measurement of the load being supported by each individual
bearing. A cable, anchored at one end, wrapped around the polytron bearing, and
connected to a potentiometer converts the increase in the bearing’s diameter to a
resistance reading that can be measured at a jack on the side of the bearing. The
temperature of the bearing plates above and below the polytron disk bearing are a factor
in the expansion of the bearing. Their temperatures were measured at various stages
during construction using a Heat Spy® infrared thermometer.
We took resistance and temperature readings on the bearings after they were placed on
the abutments. They are the “Install” column in the table below. Even though the
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temperatures of the bearings changed significantly, the pre-cap readings taken on the
20th did not change much from those taken when the bearings were installed on the 13th.
Since both sets of readings were with no load, no change was expected.
10/20/10 –Installed both caps.
0800 – The crane (Gary’s Crane Service of Pueblo – 175T ) was on site and setting up.
He started to make the first lift, then stopped and reconfigured his block from 6-wire to
8-wire. (I believe it was so he would have better fine control when setting the caps.)
1025 – Lifted the west cap from its truck and swung it into position. All of the stays
went into their stay plates easily. The back stay at L6 – the north bearing on the west
abutment – was too long (The stay was longer than called for in the drawings.) and
interfered with the axel nut. The top of the stay had to be cut off about 3 inches.
1115 – All of the stay bolts have been installed. Erection Sequence #b (sheet B11 in the
plans and Error! Reference source not found. in this report) calls for the cap to be
placed in plumb position. The contractor asked which face of the cap was to be
plumbed. My recommendation was to use the bottom of the cap since it was the
reference plane used when the cap was poured at Rocky Mountain Prestress.
1200 – Welding the stays and bearing plates started at L6. At L5 the cap did not sit on
the bearing plate. The gap was about 1/8 inch. Tightening all stays and releasing all
weight from the crane reduced the gap to about 1/16 inch – slightly less on the north
side of the bearing. Staff Bridge was consulted. The decision was to go ahead with
welding the bearings and stay plates.
1445 – Welding completed on the west cap. The crane and equipment moved to the east
side of the bridge.
1545 – The east cap was lifted and positioned. The ends of the L3 and L6 back stays had
to be cut in order to miss the axle assemblies.
1645 – Welding began at L3
1745 – Welding completed
Winslow’s crane arrived about noon and began setting up and attaching counterweights.
Girders were scheduled to arrive on the 21st at about 0700.
10/21/10
0800 - The girders arrived and the first three were set to the middle of the caps. Gary’s
crane could not reach farther than the middle of the cap with the weight of the girder.
1030 – Repositioned Gary’s crane to the middle of the east cap.
1145 – The first three girders were placed in their final locations and Gary’s crane moved
back to the north end of the east abutment.
1400 - The girders are in their final locations. Both cranes began break-down and I
took temperature and gage readings and pictures of the bearings. As the table below
shows L1, L2, and L4 readings looked good. L3 and L6 broke and L5 is questionable.
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Table 1. Instrument readings and temperatures during the installation of the bearings, caps, and girders.
Brng #

Bearing
Position

10/13/10
Brg. Install
(°F/kΩ)

10/20/10 No
load
(°F/kΩ)

10/20/10
Cap placed
(°F/kΩ)

10/21/10
Girders
placed
(°F/kΩ)

L1

E Abutment
south

51.5° –
54.5°/2.28

87.7° –
80.6°/2.27

87.8° –
79.5°/2.27

53.5° –
51.5°/1.87

Gage Δ = 0.40 kΩ

L2

E Abutment
middle

66.3° –
60.1°/2.13

85.8° –
75.1°/2.13

81.9° –
79.0°/2.12

54.8° –
53.8°/1.91

Gage Δ = 0.22 kΩ

L3

E Abutment
north

63.4° –
63.8°/2.38

84.3° –
79.2°/2.40

79.8° –
77.4°/2.39

NA

Cable broke at the fixed base
post*.

L4

W Abutment
south

55.0° –
52.0°/2.27

44.5° –
42.7°/2.28

71.6° –
67.4°/2.21

53.3° –
52.2°/1.78

Gage Δ = 0.49 kΩ

L5

W Abutment
middle

49.0° –
52.0°/2.50

43.6° –
45.8°/2.52

78.2° –
70.0°/2.50

53.3° –
52.4°/2.31

Gage Δ = 0.19 kΩ Very small
change – possibly due to gap
between the bearing and cap.

L6

W Abutment
north

58.2° –
54.6°/2.41

44.7° –
42.5°/2.39

71.4° –
67.1°/2.38

53.3° –
52.1°/2.37

Gage Δ = 0.04 kΩ The spring
tube* broke, apparently jamming
the potentiometer*.

Deck
(°F/kΩ)

Comments

Notes: “°F” is upper- and lower-bearing plate temperature measured with the Heat Spy close to the gage electronic jack*.
The top temperature in each cell is the upper plate*, the bottom is the lower plate* - the number after the slash is the resistance
reading.
* R. J. Watson, Inc. names for parts of their load measuring device (LMD).
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Things that might help facilitate future installations:
•

If all threaded stays, rods, and axles were chamfered ¼” on the end, damage to the
threads during the handling of the parts would be reduced. An alternative (possibly
less expensive and more certain) would be to require a universal thread chasing tool
to be present on the job site. Damaged threads make it much more likely that the
nuts will be started crooked which will damage the threads further.

•

The grout used below the steel shim stack should be mixed “runny” and be applied to
a wet surface on the abutment.

•

It is much easier to apply the grout before the plywood keeper is positioned.

•

The cut-outs in the temporary plywood keepers used to position the shim stacks
need to be large enough (perhaps ¼” tolerance in each direction) to allow the shim
stacks to be centered after grout has been placed.

•

The device used to lift and position the bearings must clear the anchor bolts and be
easy to remove from the bearings after they are set on the bolts. It also needs to keep
the bearing very close to level as it is lowered into position. If it tilts even slightly,
the holes in the masonry plate will jam on the anchor rods and damage the threads.

•

A socket wrench and ratchet handle would make installing the lock nuts (the top nut
on the anchor bolts) much easier and faster than using an open end wrench.

•

The erection sequence needs to specify which surface of the cap is to be set plumb.

•

Several 1/32”, 1/16”, and 1/8” thick steel shims should be available and sized to fit
the top of the bearings without interfering with the weld to the embedment plates.
During the cap placement, they can be placed on top of low bearings that do not
support the cap.

•

A pre-install inspection procedure should be developed or requested from the
bearing manufacturer – R. J. Watson, Inc., in this case. A pre-install inspection
might have located the problems with the instrumentation cable and spring tube
assembly before the bearings were installed and the caps set. It might have been
possible to fix them before installation.
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